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In Paper I we discussed the existence of cylindrical manifolds embedded in phase space which
mediate the dynamics of chemical reactions. A kinetic theory of population decays and decay
rate constants was developed which we called "reactive island" (RI) theory. In this paper we
discuss the details of the numerical implementation of the theory and then apply it to several
molecular models (with two coupled degrees offreedom) representing isomerization between
two and three states. Numerical simulations of population decays and asymptotic decay rate
constants are compared to the RI theoretical predictions as well as the predictions from the
purely random theory (PRT) and transition state theory (TST) of reactions. Of the ten
systems studied we find that RI theory is generally in good to excellent agreement with the
numerical simulations. Only one system exhibits significant deviation between the RI and
numerical results. This deviation is seen to be a result of a strong intraconformer dynamical
bottleneck. Finally, we compare the theoretical prediction and the numerical simulation for the
average n-map mapping time Trxn and find that the agreement, within numerical error, is exact
irrespective of the character of the dynamics (Le., chaotic or regular).

I. INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper (hereafter referred to as Paper I) we
presented a kinetic reaction rate theory based upon the existence of cylindrical manifolds embedded in phase space. 1
These cylindrical manifolds have the property that all preand post-reactive motion must pass through their interior.
Consequently, these manifolds mediate the dynamics of
chemical reactions. A previous paper discussed these manifolds within the context of general Hamiltonian dynamics
and chaos. 2 Two earlier papers discussed reactive islands,
which are a consequence of the cylindrical manifolds, and
their mediation of the reaction dynamics between two conformers. 3•4
Paper I presented the formal aspects of the theory but
did not discuss the technical details necessary to implement
the theory or provide explicit kinetic results and data. The
objective of this paper is twofold: (1) to describe the details
necessary to implement the theory and (2) to apply the theory to several systems and compare the population decays and
decay rate constants with those obtained from numerical
simulations. Our focus will be primarily on unimolecular
isomerization;5 however, most of the ideas can be extended
to bimolecular reactions and unimolecular dissociation as
well.1> In the third paper of this series we will extend the
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concepts and applications to the unimolecular isomerization
of molecular systems with three and more vibrational degrees offreedom (DOF).
Unless otherwise noted, throughout this paper we will
assume that the reader is familiar with the contents of Paper
I-including both concepts and notation. This paper is arranged in the following manner: In Sec. II we give the numerical procedure for determining symplectic areas of the nmap, reactive islands, overlap areas, etc. Also included in
this section is the procedure for determining the RI kinetic
mechanism and the details of the numerical simulation. In
Sec. III we apply RI theory to several molecular models with
two DOF, which serve as general examples of the applicability of RI kinetic theory. Finally in Sec. IV we discuss our
results and anticipate the content of Paper III in this series. 7
II. NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Numerical evaluation of areas

Implementation ofRI kinetic theory requires the evaluation of the areas of the reactive islands and the overlap regions within the n-map. One can imagine several ways of
accomplishing these tasks. For example, one could explicitly
construct the reactive island structure on the n-map and
make a direct geometric measurement of this information.
This is a crude but nevertheless effective way of obtaining
these areas. A more sophisticated way to obtain these areas is
to use the action methods of Mackay-Meiss-Percival
(MMP).8-10 MMP have shown that the areas of "turnstiles," which arise from the homoclinic tangle, may be ob-

tained as the difference between the accumulated actions of
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homoclinic orbits. (More will be said about this later.)
While the MMP method is accurate, unfortunately it can be
difficult to implement since the location of homo clinic orbits
is generally a numerically taxing endeavor. Also, this method is at present applicable only to either autonomous Hamiltonian systems with two DOF or nonautonomous Hamiltonian systems with 3/2 DOF and thus not readily extendible
to multidimensional systems. However, there is a third, less
sophisticated but more practical way to evaluate the overlap
areas between reactive islands.
The existence of the phase space cylinders together with
area preservation II of the n-map dynamics allow one to extract the reactive island structure in an implicit rather than
explicit way. We will find that this is the key to making RI
theory both practical (i.e., simple to implement) and extendable to multidimensional systems. To see how this may be
accomplished we now focus our attention on the reaction
dynamics associated with conformational isomerization between two states.
1. Evaluation of JJE) and n-map areas I

The 2-map is defined by the Poincare mapping surfaces
and ~ B .1-4 The initial extension ofthe cylindrical manifolds W l' (E) on ~A+ results in the reactive islands II; and
+ (cf. Fig. 1). Depending upon the dynamical system,
II A
these reactive islands will or will not overlap one another.
The symplectic area of both of these reactive islands is equal
to J r (E)-the action of the periodic orbit r(E),2
p·dq.

2. Evaluation of overlap areas

The evaluation of the overlap areas is relatively more
complex than the evaluation of J r (E) or the n-map areas.
Nevertheless, it is still a numerically straightforward task.
Consider the overlap region labeled IIA in Fig. 1. One way to
obtain Area(IIA ) is to use the methods ofMMP. The points
+
of intersection hi and h2 (cf. Fig. 1) between II; and II A
are associated with distinct homoclinic orbits to r(E) .11,13
Let FI be the accumulated action from t = - T to t = + T
of homoclinic orbit hi'
FI (T) =

~ A+

Jr(E)=~

surfaces within the n-map. In the 2-map case we need to
evaluate the areas of ~A+ (E) and ~B (E). The area of
~A+ (E), Area(~A+ (E», is equal to the phase space "volume" of the Hamiltonian H(q2 ,P2 ;PI = a,ql ) at energy E.
For Hamiltonian systems with two DOF this integral is the
same as that given in Eq. (1) except the cycle is over the
energetic boundary of ~A+ (E).

(1)

h(E)

The evaluation of this integral is a simple task: One evaluates
the accumulated action over one cycle of the periodic orbit
r(E). Equation (1) represents the flux across the potential
saddle and has been discussed recently by MacKay. 12
It is also necessary to evaluate the areas of all mapping

(J

+T
- T

p' dq dt) .

dt

(2)

h,

Let F2 satisfy a similar equation for homoclinic orbit 2, h2 •
Using the methods ofMMP, one can show that the overlap
region IIA is given byl4
Area(II A) =Jr(E) lim

T_",

[1 _

IFI

(T) - F2 (T)I] .
Jr(E)

Successful implementation of Eq. (3) will result in an accurate evaluation of the overlap area II A. As mentioned above,
two major problems arise in the application of the MMP
procedure: ( 1 ) the homoclinic orbits must be located-a nontrivial numerical task, and (2) the method becomes, for all
practical purposes, impossible to apply to systems with more
than two coupled DOF (homoclinic orbits are dense for
DOF;> 3 ). It is therefore apparent that alternate methods are
desirable.
The periodic orbit r(E) at ql = qt encompasses the
phase space of a one dimensional "reduced" Hamiltonian
H (I) at energy E,
H(I)(P2,q2) = H(P2,q2;PI = a,ql = qt).

111
FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of two reactive islands, Ill, on the mapping
plane L A+ • In this case the reactive islands overlap one another forming the
region I1 A • The points h I and h, are homoclinic to the periodic orbit r. The
outer closed curve represents the energetic periphery of L A+ (E).

(3)

Motion which begins on H (I) will remain on H (I) for all
time. Thus, the phase space encompassed by H (I) is an invariant surface of dimension N = 2. Suppose that we generate a uniform distribution of N TOT points within the phase
space "volume" of H(I) <E (cf. Fig. 2). All such points
together with ql = qt and PI such that E = H(P2'
q2 ,PI> a,ql = qt) constitute a uniform ensemble ofisoenergetic initial conditions Z [i.e., ZE~ q,+ -_ q t (E), Eqs. (3) and
(4) in Paper I] at the transition state with positive flux. Each
of the N TOT points is propagated by Hamilton's equations of
motion onto the map ~A+ (cf. Fig. 2). The ensemble of
points so generated on ~A+ is uniform since the mapping
between the surfaces T:~ q,+=qt --> ~ A+ preserves area. Following this procedure will propagate N TOT points onto the interior of the reactive island II A+ , Fig. 2. The overlap region IIA
+ and II; . Conseis a subset of both of the reactive islands II A
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't(E)

mary-l back reaction mayor may not be of adequate accuracy. Suppose that secondary back reaction also contributes
significantly to the isomerization dynamics. In such a case it
is necessary to include secondary back reaction in the RI
kinetic model and thus the area of the overlap region IlIA
must be determined. After the mapping U, as discussed
above, there will be NI points uniformly distributed within
+ , Fig. 3. Each of the NI points are
the reactive island III A
once again propagated for another mapping U. A fraction of
the NI points ZEIIII will remain in ~I, Fig. 4. Let N2 be
the remaining number of points within ~A+ after U 2 , then

qz

Area(I1I A ) =J1'(E)
Area (IV A+)
FIG. 2. Schematic drawing of the phase space within the reduced Hamiltonian H CI) phase space (shaded region), i.e., 'J..7 ~.' (E) (magnified for visualization purposes) mapping onto the Poincare map
region must map onto the reactive island II A+).

'J.;

(note that this

quently all points ZElIA will react onto conformer B upon
the 2-map mapping U. We now take all points ZEIII and
map them by U. After the mapping U a fraction of points
ZEII A+ will map back onto ~A+ and a fraction will have
mapped onto ~i (i.e., crossed the barrier), Fig. 3. The
number of points that have mapped onto ~i must be proportional to the area of the overlap region II A. Let NI be the
number of points that have not reacted. We will then have
Area(II A) = J1'(E)

TOT -NI)
lim ( N
,
N TOT

N TOT ~

8331

00

Area(IIIA+) =J1'(E) - Area(II A),

(4)

where III A
+ = U(iI A+). A similar procedure would be used
to evaluate Area(I1 B ). Determination of the primary-l
overlap areas enables the calculation of the RI kinetic model
which includes primary-l back reaction [cf. Eq. (18) ofPaper IJ.
Depending upon the specific system under consideration, an RI kinetic model which explicitly includes only pri-

2
lim ( NI -N
N TOT

N TOT ~

= J 1' (E) -

)

,

00

Area(I1 A) - Area(I1I A ),

(5)

where IV A+ = UcIIIA+ ). The RI kinetic mechanism which
includes primary-l plus secondary back reaction from conformer A and only primary back reaction from conformer B
is given by Eq. (22) in Paper I.
Clearly, one can continue in this manner to obtain, in
succession, the areas of a hierarchy of overlap regions
II A ,III A·,IVA , .... In the next section we discuss the evaluation of area of the map associated with regular motion.

3. Evaluation of Area(R) and Area(T)
The dynamics of Hamiltonian systems is generically
characterized by the coexistence of chaotic and regular motion. 11,13 The reaction dynamics, and hence the reaction rate
constant, will be influenced by such motion. Consequently,
regular motion must be taken into account in the RI kinetic
model. If a potential energy barrier is present, then regular
motion may be further subdivided into trapped and reactive
regular motion.
Regular motion will consume a finite volume of phase
space. From the perspective of maps, regular motion will
cover a finite area within the n-map. In the 2-map presently
under consideration, the region within ~ l associated with
regular reactive motion is denoted as RA and with trapped
regular motion as TA (cf. Appendix A in Paper I). Although
it is possible that reactive regular motion may be quite complex, in all of the systems we have studied we have found it
always to be direct. We will thus develop the ideas below
with the assumption that reactive regular motion is direct. 15
In this case it must be true that RA e l l A ' The numerical

u
FIG. 3. Schematic drawing of the mapping by U of II A+ (cf. Fig. 2). The
overlap region IIA maps onto Li (and has thus undergone reaction)
whereas the region iIA+ = II} - IIA maps back onto 'J. A' generating the
reactive island Ill; = U(II; - II A ).

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 except that the mapping U is acting on the reactive
island I1I A
+ (cf. Fig. 3). The reactive island IV) = U(IlIA' - IlIA) is generated.
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evaluation of Area(R A ) is straightforward: Consider a uniform ensemble of N TOT points ZEII A
+ (cf. Sec. II A 2).
These points are mapped by the 2-map mapping U. After
each mapping U, only those points are kept which have
reacted. After an infinite number of mappings U the only
points left will be those within R A • Let N R be the number of
points left, then
Area(R A

)

= J T (E)

. (NR)
--.
N

(6)

hm

N TOT -<»

TOT

Evaluation of the area of TA is accomplished in a similar
manner: Generate an ensemble of N TOT point ZE~A+ (E)
and map each of these points by the 2-map mapping U. Each
time a point maps onto ~ B it is eliminated from further
mapping. After an infinite number of mappings U the only
points left in ~A+ (E) will be those within T A • Ifwe let NT be
the number of points left in ~A+ (E), then
Area(TA

)

= Area(~A+ (E»

lim
N TOT -<»

(~).
N

(7)

TOT

The discussion above has focused on conformer A; however
it should be obvious that the same methods are applied to
conformer B.
Equations (4), (5), and (7) are exact. Equation (6) is
exact if all reactive regular motion is direct. I 5 However, in
practice one is limited in accuracy by computational resources. Both the number of points that must be mapped and
the number of mappings each point can undergo is finite.
Fortunately, this does not pose a major problem as N TOT and
the number of mappings U can be gradually increased until
some prespecified convergence is met. In general we have
found that the areas need only be obtained to about three
significant figures for the population decay and rate constant
results of the RI kinetic model to be reasonably accurate.
The only detail in the implementation of RI theory we
have not discussed is how to determine the specific RI kinetic mechanism for the system under consideration. These
considerations are discussed in detail in the following section.
B. Determination of the RI kinetic mechanism

To construct the RI kinetic mechanism at a total energy
E it is necessary to determine (I) the primary-F route to
back reaction, (2) the hierarchy of back reaction routes to be
explicitly included in the kinetic mechanism.
The method discussed above to determine the areas of
the overlap regions I1A ,IlIA ,IVA"'" etc. will, as a by product, give this information. The procedure as discussed in Sec.
II A 2 is carried out along the hierarchy of overlap areas to
determine as many of them as desired. The areas so obtained
can then be plotted as as a function of the 2-map iteration p
(cf. Sec. III B 1). Such a plot will immediately show the
primary route to back reaction and will also reveal which
routes to back reaction are dominant and thus should be
explicitly included in the RI mechanism. For example, if the
first peak in this plot is at P = 1 then F = I, if the first peak is
at p = 2 then F = 2, etc. The dominant peaks in this hierarchy are the appropriate ones to include in the kinetic model.
It is generally obvious which peaks contribute most to the

overall flux (cf. Sec. III B 1). Nevertheless, the inclusion of
less dominant peaks into the RI model will not perceptibly
alter the result. Therefore, a good "rule of thumb" is to include more pathways into the RI model than one would
judge to be essential for an accurate result. In this manner
one ensures that all dominant back reactive pathways are
included in the kinetic model.
Finally, in the following section we briefly discuss initial
conditions and the numerical extraction of population decays.
C. Numerical population decays and decay rates

The results of RI theory and numerical simulations are
compared by focusing on the n-map population decays and
decay rate constants. The numerical simulation is accomplished in the following manner: A uniform distribution of N
points on the Poincare surface ~A+ (E) at an excess energy
Il.E [i.e., a uniform distribution of points ZE~} (E)] is generated (typically about 5(00). Each point so generated represents an initial condition for a trajectory of the full Hamiltonian. Each point is mapped in the n-map K times by the
2-map mapping U. After each mapping U, the number of
points that lie on ~A+ ,NA (p), is evaluated and is referred to
as the population of conformer A. In this manner the normalized population of conformer, A(p) = NA (p)/N as a
function of map iteration p is monitored. The numerical decay rate constant lITrxn is obtained by evaluating the asymptotic slope of the logarithm of IA (p) - Aeq I (cf. Sec. III C).
III. APPLICATION OF RI THEORY TO MODEL
ISOMERIZATION REACTIONS
A. Molecular isomerization Hamiltonian

In this section we apply the kinetic theory discussed in
the above two sections to three distinct two DOF Hamiltonian systems whose dynamics represent molecular conformational isomerization. In all cases the Hamiltonian has the
general form
2
H = - I (PI
2f-l

+ P22 ) +

V( ql ) e -

zAQ2

+ D(1- e- Jeq2 ) + VO '

(8)

where V(ql) is a fourth- or sixth-order polynomial in ql
depending upon whether the system has two or three potential minima, cf. Fig. 5. The functional form of V(ql ) will be
V(ql) = VDW = Eqi (ql - a)(ql
V(ql) = VSTW = Eqi (qi - a

2

)

+ b),

(qi - b 2).

(9)

The parameters f-l, A., E, Z, D, Vo , a and b used in this investigation are given in Table I. Although the Hamiltonian models described by Eqs. (8) and (9) are not associated with any
particular molecule, the details of the dynamics of these
models are nevertheless representative of isomerization between two and three conformational states.
RI kinetic theory is applied to these systems for various
sets of parameters and total excess energies t:.E above the
barrier. The results are then compared to numerical simulations of the population decay rates.
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1

=mA
=IVA

FIG. 5. The potential V(q, ) for the systems studied in this paper. The conformers are labeled as discussed in the text.

B. Symmetric two state systems

We consider two sets of parameters for the symmetric
two state Hamiltonian, cf. Table I. Previous studies have
shown that there exists very little regular motion for systems

TABLE I. Hamiltonian parameters.'
No.

Typeb

Z

A

a

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8<
9'·
IO'·

SOW
SOW
SOW
SDW
SOW
ADW
ADW
STW
STW
STW

2.3
2.3
2.3
1.0
1.0
2.3
2.3
5.0
5.0
5.0

1.95
1.95
1.95
1.50
1.50
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9

b

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
-1.1
-1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0

q2

FIG. 6. The low order reactive island structure for systems 1-3. Due to the
symmetry in these three systems only the RI structures on ~; need be
shown. The numbers refer to the system and the legend in the upper righthand corner identifies the various overlap areas.

AE
0.05
0.20
1.00
0.05
0.50
0.05
0.50
0.03
0.20
0.45

"The following parameters were held constant for systems 1-7 f.l = 8.0,
D = 10.0, E = 4.0, Vo = 1.0. For systems 8-10 D = 5.0, E = 10.0, Vo = 0,
all other parameters the same.
bSDW = symmetric double well, ADW = asymmetric double well,
STW = symmetric triple well.
<The barrier is at 0.550078 energy units (e.u.). The well depth of con-

formers A and B is 0.550 078 and is 0.640 278 e.u., respectively.

~.O*~~------~==========--------------~JU

1_3. 2 .4 The dynamics for systems 4 and 5 has a mixture of
regular and chaotic motion. 16 The reaction dynamics will be
examined and modeled by RI theory at several excess energies /lE. All mapping planes ~ are located about the well
minima.
1. Systems 1-3: Chaotic motion

In Fig. 6 we show the RI structure on ~ A+ for system 13. Systems 1,2, and 3 are at excess energies 0.05,0.2, and 1.0,
i.e., low, intermediate, and high energies, respectively. Due
to symmetry, the RI structure on ~ii is the same as that on
~ A+ • Examination of Fig. 6 reveals that systems 1, 2, and 3
are primary-3, primary-2, and primary-l systems, respec-

tively.17 This is further exemplified in Fig. 7 where we plot
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1

O.llli
0.30

Area(MA)
JT(E)

IJ.25

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

O.{()

2

O.llli
0.30

Area(MA )
J T (E)

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

o.{()

3

0.3:5
0.30
0.25

Area(MA)
J r (E)

0.31
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

I

J,

I

5

I
S

7

8

9

p
FIG. 7. The "spectrum" of overlap areas for systems 1-3 as a functions of
the map iteration p. The reader should note the correspondence between
this figure and Fig. 6.

III D.} It appears that RI theory, as well as the purely random theory 1 (PRT) and transition state theory (TST) 19,20
agree well with the numerical result for both the population
decay and decay rate. This may appear to support the notion
that statistical theories (i.e., TST or RRKM 2I ,22) will improve at low excess energies. 23 However, presently we will
find that this is not generally the case (cf. Sec. III C). Nevertheless, a close examination of Fig. 8 and Table III shows
that RI theory gives a quantitative improvement over PRT.
For system 2 we include 1st through 3rd order back
reaction in RI kinetic model. In Fig. 8 we compare the population decays obtained numerically with those obtained from
the PRT model and the RI kinetic models. From this figure
and Table III it is clear that significant discrepancies exist
between the PRT and TST models and the numerical result.
However, the RI model continues to be in excellent agreement with the numerical result. Also included in Fig. 8 is the
temporal population decay curve (insert). This temporal decay is included as an example of the close correspondence of
the popUlations decays which result from temporal and nmap dynamics. Similar correspondence has been found for
all population decays we have studied (see also Sec. II D).
For system 3 we include 1st through 4th order back
reaction in the RI kinetic model. The population decay is
sufficiently fast that it becomes impossible to extract a numerical rate. Nevertheless, RI, PRT, and TST theory can
still be applied. In Fig. 8 and Tables III we compare the
numerical and theoretical results. Note from Fig. 8 that RI
theory remains in reasonable agreement with the numerical
population decay. Any deviations between the RI decay and
the numerical decay in Fig. 8 are directly attributable to
deviations from the statistical assumption. 24,25 Although RI
and TST theory appear to be in close agreement with one
another with respect to the decay rate, only RI theory reproduces the population decay in a reasonably accurate manner.

2. Systems 4,5: Regular + chaotic motion

the various overlap areas as a function of the map iteration p,
as discussed in Sec. II B.
RI theory allows the explicit inclusion of any number of
back reactive pathways into the kinetic model. Ideally, one
would include only those pathways that contribute significantly to the overall reaction dynamics. To make the following discussion as simple as possible we will use the following
terminology: 1st = primary, 2nd = secondary, ... , etc.
For system 1 we explicitly include 1st through 3rd order
back reaction in the RI kinetic model. All relevant areas are
given in Table II. In Fig. 8 we compare the population decays obtained numerically and from RI theory. The agreement is excellent. In Table III we give the numerical and
theoretical n-map decay rate k rxn ( = 7 r-;'nl IT r-;'nl ) ), where
Trxn is the average n-map mapping time and 7 r-;'n l is the microcanonical rate constant for the reaction as given by Eq.
(40) in Paper 1. 1,18 {In Appendix A we give numerical data
for Trxn and compare it with the theoretical value [cf. Eq.
( 41) of Paper I] for the three state system discussed in Sec.

The reaction dynamics of the previous three systems
was chaotic over, essentially, the entire phase space at the
energies studied. However, chaotic motion generally coexists with regular motion. Systems 4 and 5 (which is the same
system as studied in Ref. 14) have a significant amount of
regular motion. Parameters for these systems are given in
Table I.
Both systems 4 and 5 are primary-l back reactors. In
Tables II and III we give the area and rate data. In both cases
the RI kinetic model explicitly included 1st through 3rd order back reaction. In Fig. 9 we compare the numerical population decays with the various theoretical models. Note that
RI theory is in quite good agreement with the numerical
population decay for both systems. This is also seen to be the
case for the rate data in Table III. The slight deviation of RI
theory for system 4 can be accounted for by considering intraconformer dynamical bottlenecks. This will be discussed
shortly. Also, note the slight oscillations in the population
decay in system 5. These oscillations are a direct result of the
presence of reactive regular motion (cr. Table II).
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TABLE II. Areas.,·b
No.

Typec

Well

l:

J,

T

R

II

III

IV

V

VI

1
2
3
4
5
6d

BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
BR
TR
BR
BR
TR
BR
BR
TR
BR
BR

A
A
A
A
A
A
B
A
B
A
A
B
A
A
B
A
A
B

2.419
2.730
4.429
2.779
3.987
3.278
1.763
4.220
2.702
1.723
1.723
2.126
2.249
2.249
2.691
3.043
3.043
3.543

0.1020
0.4096
2.0920
0.1362
1.342
0.1020
0.1020
1.0320
1.0320
0.0762
0.0762
0.0762
0.5154
0.5154
0.5154
1.156
1.156
1.156

0.0
0.0
0.0
1.11
0.60
0.0656
0.0599
0.0
0.0
0.005
0.005
0.17
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.05
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.829
0.0220
0.950

0.0
0.1540
0.699
0.0335
0.130
0.0
0.041
0.112
0.383
0.0052
0.0066
0.0121
0.0848
0.0697
0.Q305
0.231
0.120
0.0550

0.0116
0.0513
0.284
0.0137
0.035
0.0
0.0077
0.389
0.100
0.0043
0.0036
0.0078
0.0401
0.0250
0.0075
0.0747
0.0282
0.0165

0.0080
0.0330
0.154
0.0072
0.021
0.014
0.0043
0.189
0.044
0.0032
0.0020
0.0019
0.0197
0.0170
0.0267
0.0233
0.0326
0.0612

0.0034
0.0260
0.0625
0.0041
0.049
0.0045
0.0023
0.121
0.0248
0.0024
0.0018
0.0019
0.0125
0.0134
0.0269
0.0064
0.0103
0.0482

7
8

9

10

O.Q
0.0
0.0
0.0

0:0
0.0
0.029
0.391

0:0
0.0044
0.0022
0.0949
0.101
0.305
0.487
0.163
0.799

'The areas underlined were used for the RI kinetic models discussed in this paper.
b All areas were obtained using 5000-8000 trajectories.
cTR and BR signify that the areas are associated with through and back reaction, respectively.
d Additional area data for the augmented RI model: Area(a) = 0.088, Area(li2) = 0.984 (as obtained from
the 8:3 periodic orbit).

c. Systems 6,7: Two nonequivalent conformers
Systems 1-5, discussed above, correspond to the isomerization dynamics between two equivalent conformers. In
this section we extend our application ofRI theory to a model of isomerization between two nonequivalent (asymmetric) conformers. The parameters for systems 6 and 7 are
given in Table I. Figure 10 compares the numerical and theoretical predictions for the population decay (area data is given in Table II). The numerical and theoretical rate data is

given in Table III. All mapping planes ~ within the n-map
are located along the various potential well minima.
System 6 is the first system to show significant deviation
between the numerical simulation and the standard RI theory as presented in Paper I. In Fig. 10 it appears as though the
theoretical and numerical results do not decay to the same
equilibrium value. The equilibrium populations can be derived by invoking microscopic reversibility on that fraction
of the motion which is chaotic. The RI and PRT theoretical
population of conformer A at eqUilibrium is given by

( lOa)

( lOb)

We will see that the apparent discrepancy between the numerical and theoretical equilibrium populations and rates
can be accounted for by internal bottlenecks. Nevertheless,
we note from Fig. 10 and Table III that the standard RI
theory still gives a better result than either the PRT or TST
predictions.
Apparently, the reaction dynamics for this system does
not conform well with the statistical approximation (cf. Pa-

per I) in the RI model. What is causing the statistical assumption to fail? The answer can be understood in terms of
intramolecular relaxation within a single conformer. It is
now well appreciated that there can exist dynamical bottlenecks to intramolecular relaxation. 3,24-27,29 These bottlenecks can be associated with the homoclinic and heteroclinic
oscillations arising from unstable periodic orbits. These bottlenecks demarcate and control transport within phase
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TABLE III. Decay rates (1' ,;'nl/T,;'nl) .•
No.

Numerical

RI theoryb

PR'I'"

TST"<

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.080 ( ± .002)
0.20 (± .01)

0.0797
0.190
1.08
0.066
0.211
0.0614
0.043 f
0.312
0.0595
0.1652
0.299

0.0881
0.414
2.89
0.100
1.118
0.0932
0.0932
0.985
0.083
0.546
1.256

0.0843
0.300
0.945
0.954
0.673
0.0890
0.0890
0.626
0.080
0.421
0.707

7
8
9
10

0.064 ( ± .002)
0.21 ( ± .03)
0.04 ( ± .01)
0.04 (± .01)
0.27 ( ± .03)
0.048 ( ± .007)
0.160 ( ± .02)
0.28 ( ± .03)

• Tnn = characteristic reaction time, and is given by Eq. (41) in Paper I for
the two state system, or Eq. (A I) for the three state system.
b cf. Eq. (39) in Paper I.
c (1' ;;'nl/T ;;'nl)PRT = -In(1 - PA - B - PB- A ), cf. Eq. (12).
d

0.4 ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
0.0
170.0

t

(1' ,;,n'/T,;'n'hsT = PA _

B

+ PB - A •

I, p(E) = classical density of
states at energy E,XA (E) = PA (E)p - '(E) andXB(E) = PB(E)p - '(E),
i.e., microcanonical equilibrium mole fractions of conformers A and B,
respectively (see Appendix C in Paper 1).
FRate for augmented RI model.

< (1' ;;'nlhsT

= J T (E)(p(E)XA (E)XB(E» -

1.0.---~---------------,

0.9

0.8
10

15

2D

3

P
FIG. 8. 2-map population decay curves for systems 1-3 as a function of map
iteration p. Numerical simulations are compared with the various theoretical models. Short dash = PRT, long dash = RI theory, and solid = numerical simulation. The inset in Fig. 8(b) is a temporal population decay for
system 2. Note the close correspondence between the temporal and map
iteration curves. The n-map and temporal numerical simulations were carried out with 5000 trajectories each.

ApO.7
0.6
0.5

0.4;1----.r----.;r----..1.---......20"'---;;;r----;;;I.

p
1.0 ....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

space. Dynamical transport from one region to another is
dictated by "turnstiles" which arise from these bottlenecks.
Such a dynamical bottleneck exists within conformer B of
system 6 and corresponds to a so-called cantorus. 9 ,26
In system 6 a central 2: 1 resonance exists in conformer
B. The appropriate periodic orbit convergents to the cantorus can be identified from the Farey tree26 and are given by
3:1, 5:2, 8:3, 13:5, 21:8, .... All of these and higher order
periodic orbits were found. However, these orbits rapidly
become highly unstable and, as a consequence, extremely
difficult to connect in the construction of a can torus. We
decided that a rough approximation to the can torus would
be sufficient to account for most of the observed nonstatistical behavior. Thus, we used the 8:3 unstable periodic orbit to

5

0.9

0.8

ApO.7
0.6
0.5

\

-----.---'O=:=--~_ _=__=_~_r''''

""" .~...-- ...-.-.------------------------------------------_..-------

p
FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8 except for systems 4,5.
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.--------::::;;::;;o,.,-:~~=----------,

0.11

A

0.8

P

0.00

P
FIG. 11. Low order reactive island structure on 2i for system 6. Included
in this figure is the boundary of the approximate cantorus constructed from
the stable and unstable branches of the 8:3 periodic orbit [the initial condition for this periodic orbit on 28 (E) is q2 = - 0.076 2641,
P2 = 3.079481 8]. Themap2i is located at the bottom of the well which is
at q, = - 0.632 548 583 942. The shaded region is labeled by Is, and the
turnstiles are labeled by a.

1.0

7
0.9

A

0.8

P0.7
O.B

0.5

P
FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 8 except for systems 6 and 7. The curve made up of
long and short dashes is the augmented RI model.

why it appears as though the numerical result lies above the
theoretical equilibrium in Fig. 10. However, it should be noted that if the numerical simulation were propagated for significantly more iterations, that it would eventually decay to
the theoretical eqUilibrium given by Eq. (10).
Standard RI theory (cf. Paper I) can be augmented to
take into account the dynamical bottleneck in conformer B.
One simply decomposes the region Ii into the regions IE;
and Ii, (cf. Fig. 11) and the RI kinetic equations which
include 1st and 2nd order back reaction from conformer A
and 1st order back reaction from conformer B would be
IIA+ (p) = IIil (p - 1),

construct an approximant to the cantorus on }:,il (E). The
method of doing so has been discussed elsewhere. 26
In Fig. 11 we plot the approximate can torus obtained
from the 8:3 periodic orbit on }:,il, together with the low
order RI structure. The shaded and unshaded regions within
Ii are separated by the approximate can torus. Except for a
small region associated with trapped regular motion (see
Table II), the entire map is associated with chaotic motion.
The turnstiles which mediate dynamical transport between
the shaded and unshaded regions are labeled a. Ifwe associate this dynamical system with isomerization within a
RI C-CR2 hindered rotor, then transport across this cantorus can be viewed as energy transfer from a local C-C
stretch (q2) to the isomerization "rotor" mode (ql) of the
molecule. 4
Transport across the can torus will take place at a rate
determined by the area of the turnstiles. All motion must
pass through the reactive island labeled II i prior to reaction
onto conformer A. Conversely, all post-reactive motion from
conformer A must pass through the reactive island labeled
II; . Since II; lies completely within the unshaded region,
post-reactive motion will slowly diffuse into the shaded region-effectively reducing the "trapped" area-at least for

the time scale on which Fig. 10 was generated. This explains

III A+ (p) = II: (p - 1),
IV A+ (p) = IIIA+ (p - 1),

V: (p) =

Q1IV A+ (p - 1),

+ P1IV A+ (p -

II; (p) = P1-RIA- (p - 1)

1)

+ P~VA+ (p - 1),
I A- (p) = Q 1-R I; (p - 1)

+ Q~VA+ (p -

1),

- (p - 1),
II; (p) = II A

lIil (p)

= P~RIildp -

1)

+ Pfll; (p -

1),

Iildp) = (Q~R +Q12)1ill(P-l) +P2I I il2(p-l)

+ Qfll; (p -

1),

Iil2(p) =Q2I I il2(p-l) +P12 l ildp-l),

(11)

where
Area(a)
p _ Area(a)
21 - -----'----=-Area(lill)
Area(Iil2 )
and Q = 1 - P, for all P. The region a is one lobe of the
turnstile. The relevant area data is given in Table II. In evaluating the probabilities in Eq. ( 11 ) it is important to remember that areas must be subtracted in an appropriate manner
to correctly obtain these probabilities (cf. Paper 1). The reP 12 =
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suIting decay curve and rate is shown in Fig. 10 and Table
III. The improvement of the augmented RI result over the
standard RI result is clearly substantial-although there
still appears to be some error. This error is a reflection of the
approximate cantorus used and/or the approximate nature
of the statistical assumption.
The location of can tori and the determination of the
turnstile areas is a relatively simple problem for systems with
two DOF systems. However, this is currently a difficult if
not impossible problem for systems with three or more
DOF 12,29-31 (also see discussion).
The results for system 7 are given in Fig. 10 and Table
III. The RI model used consisted of 1st through 4th order
back reaction from conformer A and 1st through 3rd order
back reaction from conformer B. The area data is given in
Table II. RI theory is clearly in excellent agreement with the
numerical result whereas PRT and TST are in serious disagreement with it.
D. Systems 8-10: Three conformational states

As our final example of the application ofRI theory, we
consider the reaction dynamics of a model system which has
three potential minima-each of which represents a molecular conformer. The three conformers will be labeled B I, A,
and B, i.e., Fig. 5. The conformers Band B'are identical and
the conformer A lies intermediate between them. The principal distinction between the three and two conformer systems, at least with regard to the kinetic model, is that one
must be concerned with through (i.e.,B A --B) reaction as
well as back (i.e., B--A-...B or A-...B--A) reaction. The
three state n-map dynamics, including the RI kinetic model,
was discussed in detail in Paper I. It was shown in Paper I
that the appropriate RI kinetic mechanism results from a 4map. In Appendix B we briefly describe the 4-map purely
random kinetic model. RI theory will be applied to three
systems. All mapping planes ~ within the n-map are located
along the various potential well minima (cf. see Sec. IV B in
Paper I).
System 8 is at a small excess energy. In Fig. 12 we give
the numerical, PRT and RI population decays. In Table II
we give the overlap data and in Table III we compare the
numerical, RI theory, PRT and TST decay rate constants.
From Fig. 12 it is clear that the RI result is a substantial
improvement to the PRT (or for that matter the TST) result. The PRT model prediction clearly overestimates the
decay rate, cf. Table III. On the other hand there is a perceptible discrepancy between the numerical and RI results. This
discrepancy is similar to, though not as pronounced as that
seen in system 6 (cf. Fig. 10 and Table Ill) and can be attributed to intraconformer bottlenecks. 32 Nevertheless, standard RI theory gives a substantially better result than either
the PRT or TST theories.
System 9 is at a moderate energy above the barrier. In
Fig. 12 we give the various population decays. Tables II and
III give the results for the overlaps and decay rates. From
Fig. 12 and Table III it is clear that the RI theoretical result
is in good to excellent agreement with the numerical result.
Both the PRT and TST models are in substantial disagreement with the numerical and RI results.
I __

1.0..-----------------_~

1.0 . . . , - - - - - - - - - - - ,

o.g
OJI

Ap

0.1

t

0.11

300.0

. . . . . ._--=========1

0.5

0·'"';;0~---=------;r;;----..----=----::1..

1.0..-------------------,
o.g

9

1.0

0.11

A pO.1
0.4 ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
0.0
100.0

O.IS

t

0.5
o.,;t---~--;;r---_:T"--_=_--_=--_:;:l

1 . 0 , - : - = - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _- ,
0.11

10

o.s,

A p 0.7J
0.11

A:'U
0.4 I
0.0

•

t

100.0

FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 8 except for systems 8-10. Recall that in this case the
population decay corresponds to 4-map dynamics. Also included in each
decay is the corresponding temporal decay. See text and the appendix for
further details.

Finally we consider system 10, which is at a relatively
high energy (Le., almost twice the barrier height). In Fig.
12, Tables II and III we give the popUlation decay, overlap
and decay rate data, respectively. Again we see that the RI
and numerical results are essentially in exact agreement.
Both the PRT and TST models substantially overestimate
the decay rate.
IV. DISCUSSION

In Paper I of this series we developed the n-map RI
kinetic theory for molecular isomerization between two or
more states. In this, the second paper, we discussed the numerical details in the application of the theory and applied it
to several systems. The specific steps necessary in the implementation of RI kinetic theory can be succinctly given:
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( 1) Locate all potential well minima corresponding to different molecular isomers.
(2) Locate all barriers separating potential well minima.
(3) Decide upon appropriate mapping planes ~ to be used in
the n-map (cf. Paper I).
(4) Using the methods of Sec. II A, determine the various
areas within the n-map mapping planes such as J r (E)
[which may necessitate locating the periodic orbit r(E)], ~,
overlap areas, trapped and reactive regular motion, etc. at a
given excess energy AE.
(5) Using the information from (4) and the methods in Papers I and II, construct the appropriate RI kinetic mechanism.
(6) Use the information in (4) to determine the various
probabilities and construct the RI kinetic equations. The RI
kinetic equations can now be solved, given some appropriate
boundary conditions (i.e., initial populations), via the methods in Paper I.
(7) The microcanonical decay rate constant may be directly
obtained (cf. Paper I) by

(12)

In this paper we have explicitly applied RI theory to
several molecular models with two coupled DOF. The results from numerical simulations were compared to the
PRT, TST, and RI theoretical models. In all but two cases
(systems 6 and 8) it was found that the RI model was in
good to excellent agreement with the numerical simulation.
Only in one case (system 6) was the result from the
standard RI model in substantial disagreement with the numerical simulation. It was found that this error was a direct
consequence of the existence of an intraconformer bottleneck within conformer B. A simple picture of the reaction
dynamics emerges: the cylindrical manifolds mediate the dynamical process of reaction and thus may be considered as
bottlenecks to transport between conformers (i.e., an interconformer bottleneck). Manifolds which emerge from unstable motion within a single conformer give rise to bottlenecks to transport within a single conformer [i.e.,
intraconformer bottleneck (s) ]. Therefore, an accurate description of the global dynamics associated with chemical
isomerization must, in general, take into account both intraconformer and interconformer bottlenecks. 33 However, under certain conditions it may only be necessary to consider
interconformer bottlenecks (i.e., reactive islands), vis-a-vis
systems 1-5,7, 9-10. This simplification is important since
the dynamical quantities needed to take into account intraconformer bottlenecks are relatively difficult to obtain.
Some insight about when intraconformer bottlenecks must
be included in the kinetic model can be gained by noting that
if manifolds associated with the intraconformer bottleneck
strongly heteroclinically overlap with the cylindrical manifolds, then its effects on the overall reaction dynamics will be
relatively minor. The reason for this is simple: a strong heteroclinic overlap indicates that relaxation within a single conformer is heavily mixed with relaxation between conformers. Consequently, under such conditions, phase space
will not be subdivided between the two relaxation processes.
The standard RI theory should do well under such circum-
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stances. Unfortunately, quantitative ways to predict when
we can expect such a strong heteroclinic overlap do not at
present exist. It is interesting to note, however, that the work
of Davis, Gray, and Rice indicates that these intramolecular
bottlenecks can be significant even at high energies. 24.25 As
discussed in Sec. II C, intraconformer bottlenecks can be
included in an "augmented" RI kinetic model. Unfortunately, the numerical procedures to determine areas of turnstiles
associated with intraconformal bottlenecks cannot presently
be extended, in a computationally feasible way, to systems
with more than two coupled DOF. This is known to be a
difficult problem for which there does not currently exist a
practical solution. 30.31 The extension, as well as the direct
application of RI theory to molecular models with more
than two degrees offreedom is the subject of the third paper
in this series.
The reader familiar with the numerical techniques used
in this papers' implementation of RI kinetic theory will realize that the computer time required by the numerical calculations was not insignificant. This may lead one to question
what advantages the theoretical model offers over direct numerical simulation of population decays. Our primary concern in this implementation ofRI theory is not motivated by
the construction of efficient computational algorithms.
Rather, our motivation is to develop a reaction rate theory
which predicts populations and rates based upon fundamental properties of Hamiltonian systems such as actions of orbits, turnstile areas, reactive island areas, etc.-thus yielding
insight about the microscopic processes within a chemical
reaction. Also, it is expected that in the future researchers
will develop analytical methods to calculate the above properties.8-1o.34.35 However, these comments should not be taken to construe that the numerical calculations in this paper
were prohibitive. Although we did not attempt to optimize
our code or conduct systematic studies, we found the
amount of computer time necessary to carry out the RI calculations was never more than that of the temporal simulations and often much less.
Finally, it is interesting to note that RI theory has some
ideas in common with the work on "direct" and "strong
collision" dynamics by Hamilton and Brumer.36 One can
view the kinetic theory as basically a demarcation of the
dynamics into strong and direct collision components,
where the dynamics is statistical and nonstatistical, respectively. Hamilton and Brumer seek to identify direct vs strong
collision dynamics by focusing on the divergence between
nearby trajectories as they evolve in time. On the other hand
such motion would, according to RI theory, be distinguished
according to its position in the kinetic mechanism hierarchy.
While these two approaches are quite distinct, they nevertheless share a common goal and their unification may prove
to be instructive and beneficial.
APPENDIX A

In Paper I we derived the theoretical expression for the
characteristic reaction time Trxn for the case of two conformational states. As discussed in that paper, Trxn is basically
the average mapping time between the n mapping planes
which, together, define the n-map (i.e., the average n-map
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mapping time). In this appendix we compare the numerical
and theoretical evaluation of T rxn •
The system we will consider in this appendix is the three
conformational state system discussed in Sec. III D. Equation (41) for T rxn in Paper I was for a 2-map, whereas the
three state system under consideration requires a 4-map. I It
is straightforward to extend the methods in Appendix B of
Paper I to derive the appropriate formula for T rxn ' The result
for the 4-map is
T rxn (E)

_

peE)

- Area(~': (E)

+ ~B' (E) + ~} (E) + ~A- (E»

,

(Al)
where all mapping planes ~ are located along the bottom of
the potential wells (see Sec. III D). The full density of states
peE) [ = Tr(8(H - E»] was evaluated via Monte Carlo
integration. The results over several energies are given in
Table IV. The numerical evaluation of Trxn was accomplished in the following way. N points were uniformly distributed on the 4-map. The number of points on each map
within the 4-map was directly proportional to the area of
that map, thus ensuring that the distribution of points
among the four mapping planes had a uniform density. Each
of the N points within the 4-map was propagated for a single
4-map mapping U. The time necessary for each point to undergo the mapping U was accurately evaluated using the
Henon algorithm.37 The average time over the N points was
then obtained. These numerical results are compared with
the theoretical results as given by Eq. (Al) in Table IV.
From this table it is evident that the theoretical and numerical results are in excellent agreement. Two additional points
should be made. First, the three state system exhibits regular
as well as chaotic motion. Consequently, the agreement between the theoretical and numerical results in Table IV is a
demonstration that the calculation of T rxn does not depend
upon the characteristics of the dynamics-as long as the
mapping planes are attractive. I •38 Second, T rxn initially increases and then decreases with energy. This interesting be-

havior of Trxn can be be understood in the following way.
Typically, the time it takes a point to undergo a mapping U
between adjacent conformers (interconformal mapping) is
larger than the time it takes a point to undergo a mapping U
within a single conformer (intraconformal mapping). Just
slightly above the barrier practically all mappings within the
n-map will be intraconformal resulting in a low value for
T rxn ' At higher energies a significant fraction of the mapping
is interconformal, resulting in an increase in T rxn • At still
higher energies the time it takes for interconformal mappings decreases because the walls of the potential go as the
sixth power of the reaction coordinate ql' resulting in a decrease of T rxn •
APPENDIX B

In this appendix we describe the purely random kinetic
model for the three conformer system in Sec. III D and briefly state the principal results. A close examination of this
appendix together with Sec. IV C of Paper I should give the
reader a general idea of the construction of the purely random kinetic model for any n-map.
The four mapping planes are given in Eq. (28) of Paper
I. The dynamical mapping between these four planes according to the purely random model is given by
~+

A

PB ?
~B'

QA
PA

"-

II

PA

'\.

~.:

QA
,/

PB

~A-

where
PA =

JT(E)
Area(~}

(E»

,

JT(E)

(B2)

PB = - - - - - Area(~; (E»

Letting ~.: (p) denote the population of conformer B at the
pth map iteration, etc., the kinetic equations are

TABLE IV. Theoretical and numerical calculation of Trxn '
Energy
0.58
0.69
0.75
0.875
1.00
1.25
1.5

p(E)

a

24.60
30.51
33.25
38.56
43.40
52.66
61.53

Area(~A)

1.7230
2.0623
2.2492
2.6429
3.0426
3.8611
4.7074

b

Area(~B) c

2.1261
2.4900
2.6906
3.1133
3.5426
4.4239
5.3366

Trxn d Trxn e u f

3.20
3.35
3.37
3.35
3.30
3.18
3.06

(B1)

3.2
3.3
3.4
3.4
3.3
3.2
3.1

1.50
1.47
1.46
1.44
1.40
1.41
1.39

a12X 106 points were used for the Monte Carlo calculation of p(E).
(E)) = Area(~A- (E)).

b Area(~:

CArea(~t(E)) =Area(~",(E)).

dTheoretical value [cf. Eq. (Al) J.
• Numerical value using a sampling of 5000 points on the 4-map; the error
throughout is roughly 0.05.
fStandard deviation in the n-map mapping time distribution at energy E.

~.: (p) = QB~': (p -

~} (p) = PB~B' (p -

l:A (p)

= P B~.: (p -

~B' (p) = QB~;;' (p -

+ PA~A+ (p 1) + QA~A- (p 1) + QA ~ A+ (p l) + PA~A- (p 1)

l),
l),
1),

1).

(B3)

These equations may be easily solved to yield the eigenvalues AI , ... ,A 4 • These eigenvalues are

AI = 1, A2 = 1 - P A - PB'
A3 =![PA -PB +~(PA -PB )2+4(1-PA -PB )],
A4 =![PA -PB -~(PA -PB )2+4(1-PA -PB )].
(B4)
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The population in conformer A at map iteration p, A (p),
is given by Eq. (35) in Paper I. The expansion coefficients a 3
and a4 associated with the eigenvalues ,1.3 and ,1.4 are zero so
that the population decay is governed by a single exponential
with a rate determined by the eigenvalue ,1.2 •
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